The first exercise is very simple:
As you breathe in, you say to yourself, "Breathing in, I
know that I am breathing in." And as you breathe out, say,
"Breathing out, I know that I am breathing out." Just that.
You recognize your in-breath as an in-breath and your outbreath as an out-breath. You don't even need to recite the
whole sentence; you can use just two words: "In" and "Out."
This technique can help you keep your mind on your breath.
As you practice, your breath will become peaceful and gentle,
and your mind and body will also become peaceful and gentle.
This is not a difficult exercise. In just a few minutes you can
realize the fruit of meditation.
Breathing in and out is very important, and it is enjoyable. Our
breathing is the link between our body and our mind. Sometimes
our mind is thinking of one thing and our body is doing another,
and mind and body are not unified. By concentrating on our
breathing, "In" and "Out," we bring body and mind back together,
and become whole again. Conscious breathing is an important
bridge. … because when we breathe consciously we recover
ourselves completely and encounter life in the present moment.

Conscious Breathing
Breathing in, I know I am breathing in
Breathing out, I know I am breathing out
Breathing in, I’m breathing in a
( long/short ) in-breath

Breathing out, I’m breathing out a
( long/short ) out-breath

Breathing in, I calm my body
Breathing out, I smile

( gently, only if a smile is easily available )
Breathing in…..
Breathing out……….
In …………….
Out…………………………………
	
  

Our breathing is a stable solid ground …. Regardless of our
internal weather- our thoughts, emotions and perceptions- our
breathing is always with us like a faithful friend. Whenever we
feel carried away, or sunken in a deep emotion, or scattered in
worries and projects, we return to our breathing to collect and
anchor our mind.
We feel the flow of air coming in and going out of our nose.
We feel how light and natural, how calm and peaceful our
breathing functions. At any time, while we are walking,
gardening, or typing, we can return to this peaceful source of
life.

We do not need to control our breath. Feel the breath as it
actually is. It may be long or short, deep or shallow. With our
awareness it will naturally become slower and deeper.
Conscious breathing is the key to uniting body and mind and
bringing the energy of mindfulness into each moment of our
life.

"Breathe, you are alive! Thich Nhat Hanh

